
2/28/2014 Spring 2014, Linear Algebra Quiz 6 Solutions and Comments Sitaraman

1. Say whether the following are true or false. If true prove it. If false give a counter-example. The last
two are extra credit 10 points. Giving correct answer without explanation will get only 2 out of 5
points.

(a) A linear transformation T is one-one if T (0) = 0.

(b) A linear transformation T is onto if it goes from Rn to Rn.

(c) If A is an n× n matrix and A2 = O where O is the n× n zero matrix then A is not invertible.

(d) Any m× n matrix represents a linear transformation T : Rn → Rm.

COMMENTS In general, you have to pay attention to the exact definitions and statements.

If a linear map is one to one, then the ONLY solution to T (x) = 0 should be 0. So if you have T (0) = 0
that doesn’t mean it is one-one. There could be other solutions.

If a map is onto means the image covers ALL of the co-domain. So just because a map takes vectors
from Rn to Rn doesn’t mean its image set is ALL of Rn.

Solution

1a False. A counterexample is the projection map T (x, y) = (x, x) that maps any vector in R2 to
its vertical projection to the diagonal line x = y. (Draw a vertical line from that point to the
diagonal. Where it meets the diagonal is the image vector). This takes 0 to 0 but it is clearly not
one-one. You can also use the projection map that I gave in class taking (x, y) to (x, 0) as the
counterexample, among many others.

1b False. The exmple in (a) also takes vectors in R2 to vectors in R2 but it is clearly not onto, either.
In fact the image set is just the diagonal line. Any vector not on the diagonal line is not the image
of any vector under this map.

1c True. If A were invertible and A−1 exists then we get:

A2 = O =⇒ A−1(A2) = A−1O (multiply all byA−1)

=⇒ A−1AA = O (RHS is O because any matrix times zero matrix is zero matrix)

=⇒ (A−1A)A = IA = A = O (by associative property and A−1A = I)

Here I is the n× n identity matrix.

So the matrix A itself would have to be the zero matrix. [Note that just because A2 = O it
doesn’t automatically mean A = O. There are nonzero matrices whose product is zero].

But the zero matrix is not invertible because any matrix times zero matrix is zero matrix, so
BO = I is not possible for any B. So the contradiction means A cannot be invertible to begin
with.

1d True. If T : x→ Ax is a map then T (au+bv) = A(au+bv) = A(au)+A(bv) = a(Au)+b(Av) =
aT (u) + bT (v) and thus T is linear. Here we used only properties of matrix addition and scalar
multiplication.
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